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ABSTRACT: The paper calculates how an aging concrete structure that ha, an 
uncertain conMitutive law anti random material properties responds to the random 
process of environmental humidity history. The time evolution of stochastic pore
humidity distrihutions IS ,,)lved from a linear diffu"on equation. The stresses pro
duced hy the shnnka~.e'trams arc calculaled wklng concrete creep into account. 
The environmental humidity process is described by three components: one Poisson 
square-wave random process and two random-phase processes. having periods of 
one year and one day. the laller of which is found to have a negligible effecl. The 
response to the random·phase process is calculated by the spectral method com
bined with equal prohaIHlit.; ",mpling. The Poisson·process component is important 
for very long limes Since II produces a response whose standard deviation grows 
as the square root of time; the nonstationary random-phase component stahilizes 
after ahout 10 years. The innuence of the random-phase process reaches a depth 
of about 20 em helow the concrele surface; Ihal of the Poisson process reaches 
only about 5 cm. The randomness of the material parameters and the uncertainty 
factor of the matenal model Innuencc Ihe entire strucntre. A numerical example 
of a cyllndncal wall is given and simplified explicit formulas for estimating the 
response staliqics arc derived. 

INTRODUCTION 

1!'c sources of thc random scatter in creep and shrinkage of concrete are 
baSically thre~: (1) Random variation of material parameters characterizing 
creep and shrInkage; (2) the uncertainties of the creep and shrinkage models; 
and (3) the influence of the random variation of environmental humidity 
and temperature, i.e., the influence of weather. The humidity influence in 
the third source has been investigated by mcans of the spectral method 
(BaZant and Wang 1984a, b, c; Tsubaki and BaZant 1982), based on the 
simplifying assumption that the random scatter due to sources 1 and 2 is 
negligible (i.e., the production of concrete is controlled perfectly and the 
~o~stitutive law is known completely and the diffusion problem of drying 
IS linear). Sources I and 2 were analyzed separately using the method of 
latin hypercube sampling, in which it was assumed that the environmental 
humidity was either constant (Bazant and Liu 1985) or represented a random 
p~rameter having a normal distribution independent of time (Ba~ant and 
XI 1988). Actually the environmental humidity is a stochastic process in 
lime. 

The main purpose of this paper, whose essentials were reported at a 
conference (BaZant and Xi 1989), is to solve the random shrinkage stress 
problem with all three sources of randomness taken into accounL Initial 
studies assumed the random variables in source 1 to be uncorrelated but 
we consider them to be correlated, applying the method reported in B~zant 
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and Xi (1988), and Xi and Bazant (1989). The random variables in SOUk:': 
2 are assumed to be independent random variables and those in source 3 
stoch~stic proc~ss~s. S~milarly to Bazant and Wang (1984a, b, c), the S:<J

chastlc pr~c~ss m time IS a~a.lyzed by the spectral method, based on spect:-al 
decompositIOn of the h.umldlty records. For the sake of simplicity, the pru,)
lem IS a~sumed.to b.e. hn~ar, s? that the principle of superposition is valid. 
Such a .lmear slmphflcatlOn w~n, of course, be sufficiently realistic only J 
the .vanable parameters covenng nonlinearity are replaced by suitable c[
fectlve (or average) values. 

MODEL OF STRUCTURE 

The mod~1 we seek consist~ ?f th~ee .co~ponents: (1) The diffusion proj
lem gov~rm~g the pore~humldlty dlstnbutlon throughout the structure; (2) 
the consutuuve law relatmg the shrinkage strain to the pore-humidity changes; 
and (3) the set of equations for the stress problem. 

DilTuslon Equation 
Although moisture transfer and thermal conduction in concrete are co'.:

pled (BaZant and Thonguthai 1978), for the sake of brevity we consi(kr 
hu~idity fluc~uation al,one and assume the temperature to be a constai.t 
dunng the enllre anal~sls. However, extension to variable temperature, wi:~ 
coupled heat and mOisture transfer (BaZant and Thonguthai 1978; BaZant 
1975a, b), would be possible since the diffusion problem remains of tLc 
same typ~. If we n~glect the sel_f-desiccation due to hydration, which caus,:s 
onlr a ~l1Ild drop m pore humIdity (or the relative vapor pressure) h, tLe 
drymg IS governed by the diffusion equation 

ilh 
- = C(1)V2h 
ill ... , - .. , ........ - - .. , . , , . , ... , ................. (1) 

C(t) = diffusivity of conc~~te, which strongly depcnds on the age, t, as well 
as on h (Bazant and NaJjar 1972; Bazant Il)H2)_ However, to make iiIl 

analytical sol~tion fe~sible, we neglect the dependence on h, consideriLg 
for C a certatn effect}ve (avera.ge) constant value. This simplification mi:y 
stili b~ expected to ~lCld a reahstlc apprcmmate model provided a suitab::.: 
effective value. of C IS taken. (Note that this simplification is similar to Ik: 
usuaIly made 10 random dynamics, in which a constant mean stiffness de
pen.dtn!? on t~e expected mean amplitude is customarily considered for Ir.c 
entire tllne history as a replacement of the curved stress-strain or momer: > 
c.urvature diagram.) The effective value of C of course depends on bal'"! 
size and geometry, ~s well as the domain and frequency. One can solve tll;'; 
pro?lem for some first guess of the C-value; then, calculated based on tl::.: 
h-.dl~tnbution"obtain a new average C-value; and iterate this procedu;c 
~ Similarly to 11moshenko's method of effective viscosity for vibrations l i 
tnelastlc structures). Later, in a numerical example, we simplify the solutio:l 
even further, taking C as constant. 

Constitutive Law and Stress Analysis. 
Pore-humidity changes ca~se loc.al shrink~ge strains ",h(X, 1)- Althoug" 

the ~epe~dence of I"h on h IS n.o~lInear (Bazan!. 1975a), it again needs! ) 
~e hne~r~ze~1 t? make superpOSItion of the solutIOns feasible. In that cas,.: 
! m a spmt Similar to Bazant and Chern (19H5) 1 
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.................................... (2) 

where tjJ = a random variahle rcfkcting the uncertainty of the shrinkage 
model; f~' = a constant; and g,(/,.) = 1:',(/,,)//:',(/,.), where I:·,(t,) is taken as 
c,(t" + Til,) and approximately. f,(II) = fI" - h(x, t), and according to the 
BP-KX model (Bazant et al. 1991. 1992), T,,, = kD2 = shrinkage half-time, 
where D .~ effective thickness and k = constant [see BaZant et .. 1. (1991»). 
The foregoing linear approximation of f,(It) is acceptable within a relatively 
hroad humidity range; such as from 0.5 to 1.0. as confirmed for example 
hy the data in Neville (19XI). Constant h" represents the initial pore hu
midity. usually h" = I. The shrinkage law in incremental form is 

d 
L,(/,,) djJh) dh 

E,,, = tjJEp E ( + \ -- -, tit ............................ (3) 
-(to· 1"\;11 till (/ 

The shrinkage stresses arc strongly reduced by creep. As is well known 
from the linear theory of aging creep [e.g. Bazant (1982)J, the creep effect 
may be analyzed by first ohtaining the clastic solution and calculating the 
corresponding stresses from an incremental form of (3). Then, according 
to McHenry's analogy (Bazant 1975a). the stresses in the presence of creep 
are 

J,' R(t, t') " 
aCt) = '0 Ec(t') da (t ,to) ................................... (4) 

where R(t, t') = relaxation function of concrete, which can be easily ob
tained from the compliance function J(t, t') (Bazant 1982); a'(t', to) = 
elastic stress at age t' calculated (e.g. by finite clement method) from shrink
age strains fSh(t') for elastic modulus Ec(t'). 

Random Material Parameters and Model Uncertainty 
The random variability of material and model uncertainty have been 

introduced through parameters E,~ and", in (2) and (3). Only the uncertainty 
of the shrinkage model is considered; that of the relaxation function is 
neglected because of the lack of statistical data. To simplify the analysis, 
we assume the material parameters to be normally distributed, the admis
sibility of which was justified by previous studies [see Tsubaki (1988)]. 
Because the parameters are correlated, we consider a joint normal distri
bution based on the extensive study of Xi and Bazant (1989) (in which the 
correlations were verified by analyzing data according to hypothesis test). 
The material parameters under consideration are concrete cylinder strength 
f~, water-cement ratio w/c, aggregate-cement ratio g/c, and specific cement 
content c. Xi and Bazant (1989) give the 4 x 4 correlation matrix of the 
joint distribution of these parameters. The model uncertainty parameter IjJ 
is assumed to be governed by an independent normal distribution. Note 
also that, for reasons of objectivity, the distribution of material parameters 
must of course be independent of (uncorrelated to) the random variation 
of environmental humidity. 

INPUT HUMIDITY MODEL 

Environmental humidity is a stochastic process (actually a superposition 
of several different stochastic processes). To establish a practicable but 
realistic humidity input model, we need to analyze climatic records. As an 
example, we take the climatic record of the Chicago area ("Observations" 
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FIG. 1. Environmental Humidity Record, Midway Station, Chicago 

1973-74), shown in Fig. 1. The unbiased estimate of sample covariance C, 
and the estimate of spectral density <I> arc obtained as 

1 N-, _ _ 

C, = N _ r S~I (Hs - H) (Hs+, - H); 

(r = O,I,2, ... ,N - 1) .................................... (5) 

k 

<I>=2~ f (1 ~:)(1 ~)c,cos(wr) .... : ............... (6) 
, "" - k 

Subscripts r, s, and N refer to 9iscrete times to, t l , ••• IN; H, = environment 
humidity record at time ts; H = sample mean value. Eq. (6) is Parzen's 
modified formula for the spectral density estimate (Anderson 1971),. whc:re 
k can be chosen as one of the values of 20, 40, 60, 80 ... The estImated 
results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, from which we can detect that the 
environmental humidity consists of three different components: First, HI is 
the mean value fl, standing for the stable horizontal trend. Second, h 2 is 
a random phase process corresponding to the harmonic vari~tion of ::u
midity. Third, H3 is a random-noise process, w~ich m~y b~ s.lmulateL,by 
the Poisson square-wave process (Madsen 1986) [\11 phYSICS thIS IS also cailed 
the simple thermal-electron current ':Ioise (Korn 19?6)]. . . 

As is well known, the property of mdependence IS most charactenstlc of 
the Poisson process. Its physical meaning is that the process remains :In
changed after the occurrence of an event insofar as the future events are 
concerned. In this regard it is proper to point out that the assumptio;: of 
H3 being a process of Poisson type implies by no means that the current 
humidity has no effect on the humidity, say 1 hr, later; to the contrary, s:Jch 
an effect does exist and is taken into account by process H2 • 

Fig. 3 shows the process H3 generated by a Poisson square-wave pr<;J.:ess 
with intensity A. The value of H3 changes at each state change of the POIsson 
process, while between the state changes H3 is constant. At each event Tn, 

H2(T+n) = An, where An should generally be independent id~ntica.l1y dis
tributed random variables with zero mean values. The process IS statlon;.ry, 
ergodic, and can be expressed as follows: 
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FIG. 2. Comparison ot: (.) Sample Covariance with Theoretical Curve; (b) Sample 
Spectral Density with Theoretical Curve 

H) = Anw(t, Tn) ............................................ (7a) 

1; for Tn+1 > t > Tn ....................... _ ........ (7b) 

0; otherwise ................ _ ........... _ ......... (7c) 

Here n == 1, 2, ... , N(t); N(t) = a Poisson process with intensity A; Tn = 
arrival time of An (An are assumed to be uniformly distributed random 
variables). The interarrival times T., Tz - TI> ... are independent and 
identicalIy distributed exponential random variables with the same param
eter A (Cinlar 1975). The expectation, covariance, autocorrelation, and 
power spectrum of H) are 

E(H) = E(An) = 0 ........................................ (8a) 
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AG. 3. Simulation of Poisson Square-Wsve Proceaa 

cov[IIJ(t)HJ(s») = var(An)rAlt-sl ____ ...... _ ........ , ....... _ . (8L,) 

R/I,(T) = var(An)e- A1T1 ••••••••• _ ••.. _ .•• _ ..•••••••••••••••• _. (9:~) 

2A 
<t>1I]( ttl) = 2 2 var(An) . - ...... _ - ........................ (9i;) 

W + A 

with A = t - s. Finally, by combining the statistical functions of Hz ar:d 
H), the total input humidity model H, its autocorrelation function RH , ar:J 
the spectral density <t> II can be written as _ 

H = fI + HI COS(Wlt + 4>1) + Anw(t, Tn) ...................... (L) 

R/I(T) = 0.5H? COS(WIT) + var(A)r XITI . _ ..................... (11e:) 

<t>/I(W) = O.5Hf,r[&(w - WI) + &(W - W,») + A2 2A 2 var(An) '" (1 L» 
+W 

The coefficients of the foregoing equations can be determined from ti.~ 
estimate of the sample in the following way: When t is large enough, RII(--;) 
= 0.5 H1 COS(WIT), where amplitude HI can be determined; when T = U, 
R,AO) = 0.5 H~ + var(An), where var(An) can be obtained; then, from tl.~ 
peak point of the spectrum diagram in Fig. 2(b), frequency WI is obtained; 
and when W = 0, <t>u(0) = 2 var(A)/A, from which A can be evaluated. 

For the coefficient values identified in this manner, Fig. 2 shows tLe 
theoretical curves compared with the estimated curves of the climatic sar;:
pIe. As we see, the theoretical curves approximate the sample curves qui,c 
well. This confirms that the humidity process includes not only the period,c 
term assumed in previous studies but also a noise term. This term greaLy 
influences the standard deviation of structural response, as is seen later. 

One limitation of our example should be noted. The period identified 
from our humidity sample is one day, and no period that would be longc:r 
than that is found. This is of course because only two years of wcath,~r 
record were included in our statistical example, which certainly would 1l0t 

be long enough to detect long periods, such as one year, especially if tL~ 
amplitude variation over such a long period is small. In real situation:;. 
though, an environmental humidity period of one year must be expecteJ 
to be present, as justified and demonstrated by observations in Diamantic:s 
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et al. (191{3). Therefore. hased on these ohservations, we add to the input 
humidity model an additional term with a period of one year. 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

We have two kinds of random input variahles: random parameters and 
random processes in time. The random parameters are represented by the 
material parameters and the uncertainty factors in the material model. The 
random material parameters arc independent of time, and the random re
alizations of their values occur when the material is created. The random
process input is represented by the environmental humidity (and environ
mental temperature). This process determines the time-dependent boundary 
condition in space. 

The method of latin hypercuhe sampling is especially suited for time
independent random variables sut:h as ramJom material parameters and 
model uncertainty, provided that sample units of equal probability content 
can be ddined. A succe~sful sampling procedure has been developed to 
ensure that both uncorrelated and correlated normal variables have the same 
probability content (Bazant and Xi 19RR). Even if the random phase angle 
cjJ and random noise III (a time-dependent random variable representing 
the input humidity process characterized by An) are included in the sample, 
it is still possible to devise a way to use the efficient latin hypercube pro
cedure. Random phase angle cjJ is a uniformly distributed random variable, 
that is, the probability P«p) of cjJ taking a certain value is a constant. Var
iables An in process H] are also uniformly distributed random variables; 
however, the probabilities P(An) are rather different from P( cjJ). Variable 
cjJ receives its random-value input, and then keeps that value. On the other 
hand, variables An receive new random values randomly at every state 
change of Poisson process II], and the times at which these state changes 
happen (called the arrival times) are random, too. 

Let us now formulate the equal-probability sampling method, which can 
be applied to the present time-dependent random variables. We consider 
an infinitesimal time interval (t, t + 6t) that represents the time point at 
which a humidity value is input during the calculation. The probability of 
a state change in this interval is (for a Poisson process) negligible. The 
probability of no state change in interval6t is P(O) = exp( - A6t) == constant. 
At the same time, the probability of If J keeping an unchanged value in H) 
= An == A' is P(A') == Mn/(lJ - A) == constant, where A'E6An and 
1/(B - A) == probability density function of the uniform distribution. There
fore, the probability of H3 keeping an unchanged value in 6t is P(An) == 
P(A ')P(O) = constant because the interarrival times and An are different 
and mutually independent random variables. So the probability of one sam
pling unit is of the form 

Pu = P(f;, ~, ~,c)P(I(I)P(cjJ)P(An) = constant .................. (12) 
c c 

where P(f;, wlc, glc, c) == joint probability of material parameters, P(I(I) 
= probability of model uncertainty; P(cjJ) = probability of the random 
phase H2 ; and P(An) = probability of the noise process H]. Eq. (12) means 
that the probability content of every sampling unit and even of every time 
step of the same sampling unit (i.e., the same computer run) is the same. 
This satisfies the basic requirement of latin hypercube sampling, which has 
been shown to give optimum sampling efficiency. 
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Although the sampling method outlined ,eems to suffice for solvir;~~ the 
entire problem. it is nevertheless computationally more efficient tll :tlso 
apply at the same time the spectral method. provided the problem .. , Ii
neariled. The spectral method is widely lIsed in random vibratllln for .Ion
aging systems with an ergodic input process. and it has recently bel'l< "en
erali/ed for aging systems with an ergodic IIlput. such as concrete struc,lfes 
(Babnt 191{/J). The assumption of crgodicity of input and the quest!.:1 of 
applicability to aging structures were discussed at length in Bazant (l"S6), 
and so the discussion need not be repeated here. 

In the spectral method. in contrast to the direct sampling method, fre
quency-domain calculations replace time-domain calculations. Since the p. !Wer 
spectral density of response Y(t) is a lrequency-domam representath ,I of 
the second moments of }'(t). the analysis for ergodic Y(t) can be done c: ther 
in the time domain or in the frequency domain. Preference for the choice 
of either method depends on the forms of information given as the :nput 
and the forms needed for the output. 

A great simplification brought about by the spectral method is tha:. for 
an ergodic input process, it is not necessary to sample ~he random van.,bles 
characterizing the input process, because one can obtam all of the statl,tlcal 
characteristics of response from only one output sample curve, For <i non
aging system. the variance of respom,e is given hy 

var(Y) == E(Y2) - fL; , ...................................... (13) 

in which 

'. l4a) 

14h) 

Here Ry(T) = autocorrelation function of system respons~; ~y(w) = re
sponse spectral density; fly = mean value of response, which IS zero :or a 
fluctuating input of zero mean. Either the autocorrelation function G~' the 
spectral density of the response can be found from the output .data. The 
confidence hand for the response can be obtamed from the vanancc For 
the case of an aging system, it has been shown (Hazant 1986) that fu: the 
case of a periodic ergodic input X(t) == .1" exp(iwt) 

var[Y(t)J == s~llI(x, t, to, w}i2 ................................. (15) 

where If(x, t. tn, w) == frequency-response function of the structure, v hich 
depends on t and to because of aging of concrete. 

The approach to deal with the aging of concrete is as f?llow~. The first 
step is to consider a nonaging.system. We solve (l)by .takmg dlffuslv,:y as 
a constant, which may be easIly done numencally m time steps. ThC:1 we 
obtain from (3) the shrinkage strain increments 6E,h at each time stc[: and 
various points of the structure. Based on Uf,h we can then determin;: the 
clastic stress increments 6<1' by finite element analysis. The second s:c:p is 
to consider the aging effect. To obtain the statistical characteristics c: the 
response we need to average over the times at which the structure was .,uilt, 
called the birth times. The variation of birth time may be imagineL as a 
shifting of the input history against the instant when the structure wa, [milt 
(Bazant 1986). If the input is a periodic process With period T, the ~ the 
response is also periodic and the mean response is still ergodic, alth ::JUgh 
the autocorrelation and variance of the response are not. However, L lC to 
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periodicity, the birth-time averaging over a long time range is equivalent to 
the averaging over period r. As a special case, for input of the random 
phase process the shifting of the input can be regarded as giving the random 
phase different initial values. which means the birth-time averaging over a 
long time range is equivalent to ensemble averaging of random phase. This 
approach is demonstrated in detail in our example. 

For the noise-input process, one generally may first fix t and to to obtain 
the integral in (4), and then carry out the birth-time averaging and repeat 
it for each time step. 

RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

Con\ider the example of an infinitely long cylindrical wall. similar to that 
in BaZant and Wang (I IJ~'la, h) The external and internal radii of the 
cylinder ar~ h == 21 [11 and a ~.: ~O rn ~ that is. the thickness of the wall is 1 
m, which is typical for nuclear-reactor containment shells. The initial pore 
humidity inside concrete is 1.0, and the mean value of environmental hu
midity is 0.7. The random-phase process of a one-day period is AI cos[2TI(t 
- to) t (~I]' with 1\ I 0 I, and the randolll-phase process of a one-year 

period we assullle as 1\ \,,' cos I (:1T!3(l"i )(t .. til) t <1>",,]. with AWi = (LOR 
(Diamantidis et al. I IJ~J), in which til I ;lIld ,I> \<,' have uniform distributions 
with constant density I/:TI; til = :~ days = time at which exposure to the 
environmcnt hegins. The Poisson square-wave process is defined by (7); An 
has a uniform distrihution ..... ith density 1/0,24. The intensity of the Poisson 
process is 2.OIday, and so the inlerarrival time has an exponential distribution 
with parameter h = :.0. The distribution parameters for model uncertainty 
are taken from Xi and Bazant (I')~.;\)): 'VI has as its mean O.IJ44 and as its 
variance 0.0046. The mean values of concrete properties arc J: = 45.2 MPa; 
\1'/(' = 0.46; glc = 2.07; and c = 450 kg/m'. and the associated coefficients 
of variation are assumed as D.I (Madsen and BaZant lYX2), 

The responses to the input humidity components have been analyzed one 
by one and then be summed. A computer program has been written to 
generate all of the randolTl vallie, for the independent and correlated random 
variables according to the latlll hypercube sampling criterion. For these 
generated values, the response histories and spatial distributions of humidity 
and stresses across the cylinder wall have been solved using the finite dif
ference method for humidity and the finite clement method for stresses. 
Only the circumferential \tress response (T is presented in this study, since 
it is larger than the radial and longitudinal stress responses. 

Figs. 4 and 'i show the sampling results of pore humidity and the stress 
responses of the structure to every input random humidity process. It can 
be seen that the response to the one-year period dominates. 

Response to Input of One-Year Period 
Although the sampling method can give the mean and standard deviation 

of response, the computer time is very long. The methods of spatial analysis 
shown in BaZant and Wang (l9R4a, b) and Tsubaki and Bazant (1982), and 
involving numerical integrals or Bessel functions, are also complex. To 
simplify the calculations, consider a very thick wall, which can be analyzed 
as a half-space. The given surface humidity is A'6S cos(w",st - <1», and the 
response is 

.......................... (160) 
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2A365 {, [ ( X
2 

) ] _ 2 x 
H1(x, t) = - v1T Jo COS WJ65 t - 4kJl.2 - <I> e ... dJl.; ~ = 2Vkt 
.......................................................... (17) 

where k ~~ wave number; and k = V'Z:;,,,,/2C. Term H1(x, t) is a transic:lt 
di\turbance that dies away as t increases, kaving only the term HII(x, I). 
which represents a stead -state oscillation of period 2n/wJ65' The waveleng:h 
is L = 2nlk = 4nCT, where T = period. In our case T = 30) days. C 
= 0.3 cm 2/day; and so L = 37.fJ9 cm. From (16), the amplitude of t:;;,; 
humidity oscillation diminishes with x as (' ... At x = L, the amplitude i,; 
reduced by the factor rz" = 0.0019. This means that the half-space i, a 
good approximation for walls thicker than about one wavelength. Our \\ .til 
is I In thick, which is about 2L. Therefore, we may use H(x, t) = 1I,,(x ,'I-

The lag in the phase of the humidity wave, k.x = xYwJ6512C, increa~ . ...:s 
with depth x. Fig. 6(a and b) shows comparisons of the cylinder Solutl(ill 
by finite difference method and the simplified half-space solution. We C;dl 
see that these two solutions agree perfectly. including the periodic ch;,r
acteristic. the attenuated amplitude, and the progressive lag with increa~i;lg 
depth. So (16) is valid also for a cylinder. For the stress distribution in Ue 
cylinder we may assume a similar form as for humidity: 

(T = Au COS[W105(t - to) - kx - <l>J ........................... C,';) 

Indeed, the sampling results in Fig. 5(a) show that the stress history has Ue 
same harmonic characteristic and the same progressive lag as the humidity. 
TIle only difference is the amplitude, A,,, which is attenuated with depth :it 
a different rate. More importantly, A" is not deterministic but depends, n 
the random variables of the initial state. alld A" is also a function of t - to 
and to because of the aging aspect of (4). 

To obtain the first and second moment for <T, we first analyze Au ami ,~ 
in (18) separately. Since the birth-time averaging is equivalent to ensemb;;~ 
averaging over <1>, we can use the spectral method to determine the efk.:t 
of random phase <I> on the basis of (18), in which x is a chosen constant, 10 
is a given constant, and Aa is one of the realizations of the random amplitucc::. 
E4. (18) becomes a random-phase process whose spectral density and ;,l
tocorrelation function are 

<t>,,(W) = O.5nA~[o(w - W365) + o(w + WIoS)J ................... (1J) 

T = t 2 - t I •..••••••..•..•......•. (~.) 

The mean value of <T is zero, and from (13) or (14) the variance is A~.'2; 
the standard deviation is Sa = Aa/Y2. Note that Sa, like amplitude A", is 
not a deterministic value but a random variable; its mean value and standu~d 
deviation are 

1 
v'2 E(Aa) .................... (2:.1) 

S;. = ~ var(A.,.) ........................................... (2::) 

Consider now the effect of amplitude An by the sampling method. Keep: '" 
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4> constant, samplings arc made only over the material parameters and model 
uncertainty. Fig. 7(a) shows the mean stresses, which are seen to decrease 
as the depth increases. The influence the random process ends at the depth 
of about 20 cm. Fig. 7(b) shows the envelope of the stress amplitude. It can 
be noticed that variable A" is time-dependent. At the beginning of response, 
the stresses need a long time to change from zero to their maximum value, 
which occursat about 10 years. After that, the stress response gets reduced 
slowly with time as a result of aging. The mean and standard deviation of 
A" have time-dependent behaviors. 

Based on (18). we can get a simplified expression for the confidence band. 
Since the mean of (18) is zero, the confidence band of stress, 11-" ± Su, 
becomes ± S". Since SoY is a random variable, one can also obtain its 
confidence hand, 11-,,, ± S,,,. and comhine it with (21). Because only the 
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envelope of stress deviation is of IIIterest, and so the positive sign is taken, 
i.e., 11-,,, + S,,,; this yields 

11-" ::t S" = ::tSo = ::t (11-." + 5,,) = ::t~ [£(Ao) + var(A.,.)] ..... (22) 

The factor 11'.12 in (22) reflects the influence of the random phase. The 
problem of stress deviation is thus transformed into a problem of amplitude 
deviation. By curve-fitting of sampling results in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), one 
can obtain the expressions for the dependence of the mean and standard 
deviation of A.,. on x and t. From this, one finally gets the following simplified 
equation for the stress confidence band corresponding to the random phase 
process: 

+ C' _ + 1.15 (' _ 7'i ( 2 604') ('( 685 ~ .) 
11-" - ,)" - - VL - . I + 1 + O.315x I. + 4216 + O.354~1 22 

....... , ... , .. , , . .. . .............. , . , ....... , ... , , .... , . (23) 

with ~ = (t - to) - 9.84(x - I). Fig. 7(c) shows that (23) gives satisfactory 
predictions compared to the results obtained purely by sampling. 

Response to Input of One-Day Period 
Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) show that the magnitude of response to the input of 

the one-day period is very small (10 4 for pore relative humidity, 10- 1 psi 
for stress) even at the depth of only 3 cm. The reason is the very low value 
of diffusivity of moisture in concrete. Consequently the one-day period can 
be neglected for most purposes. 

Response to Poisson Process Input 
When the sampling method is used to obtain the mean and variance of 

noise response, a long running time on the computer is required. The Poisson 
square-wave process, which can he regarded as a sort of shot noise (Nigam 
1983), consists of an influence function in the form of Dirac delta function. 
For computation, it is necessary to approximate the influence function as a 
sequence of narrow-band square-wave functions, which arrive one by one. 
The response of the structure at time t is the sum of the responses to every 
individual square wave. 

Let t". to + T., t" + T 2 , ... be the times at which the system receives the 
square waves, such that I" < t" + TI < .... As the result of the square
wave pulse at time t + Tn. the stress at a given depth x changes its value 
by a random amount Yn . Variable Yn represents the nonaging response to 
the humidity pulse; Yn needs to be modified by an aging relaxation function, 
as indicated in (4). With the notation T = to + Tn, the aging response is 
Y~ = YnR(t, T)/Ec(T). The actual stress aCt, x) at time t and at depth x is 
the sum of all Y~ that occurred from tl) to I. Assuming the stress to he 0 at 
time to, we thus have 

N(/) 

a(t, x) = 2: Y~w(t - T): T = to + Tn ... , ............. , ... (24) 
n-=I 

wet - T) = a step function called the shape function; wet - T) == 1 if t -
T > 0; otherwise, wet - T) = 0; N(t) and Tn have the same meaning as in 
(7). This type of model is called the filtered Poisson process (Parzen 1962). 
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The prohability structure of the filtered Poisson process can he ohtaind 
from the mlh cumulant function 

f
it 

= I) E[Y'w(t io T), ... , Y'w(t"" T)]A dT ..................... , (2~.) 

with tl < 12 < .. , < tm . In particular. for III = 1 and m = 2. the fTle;u 
~l". vaflance var( IT). and covariance K" arc 

11-,,(t) = ft 1:[ Y'w(t, T)JA dT ' ...... . 
II ......... , ............. (20~) 

var[!T(tlJ = L i:ly*'w 2 (t, T)jA ciT .... . .... , .. , .......... (260) 

K,,(t l , ( 2 ) = f 1:[Y*w(tI, T)Y*W(tc' T)J" tiT; tl < t2 ........... (27) 

, For the mean value, hy substituting 1\'(/, T) = wet - T) and Y' 
}H(t, T)I[:,(T) Into (26), we obtain 

11-,,(1) = A L 1:[ Y I~y(, T» w(t - T)J liT = " ft /:'( Y) R(t., T) w(t _. T) (IT 
~, T I) E,(T) 

................ , . . . . . ..... , ........ , ....... (2S) 

in which E denotes the e~pectation (mean) operator; and E, = clastic' 
mo~Julus at age T. The agIng effect is manifested by the dependence G: 

1:[r(T)] on I:,(T) and the dependence of R(I. T) on both t and T separateh' 
[ratl?Cf than only on the time lag (I TlI: T ~- I" + T" = time at which th~' 
ranllom square wave arrives; E[ Y( T) Ill:, (T) represents the mean stress in
crement for a unit value of clastic Illodulus; it is a nonaging value. imk. 
pendent oj tllTle. If we calculate Y based on 1:',(28), and then dIvide Iv. 
1:,(28). we get the same result: 

( ) A f' 1:{YjI:AT)j} 
11-" t "Ec(T) R(t, T)W(t - T) liT ., .................. (29ii/ 

( ) A fl E{YjEA28)j} R 
~" t 0 EA28) (t, T)W(t - T) ciT ... " .. , ...... , .... (29b! 

11-,,(t) = A E{i~;~8)]} 1: R(t, T) dT ........................... (3U 

~ :.hich we dropped the step function wet - T) because R(t, T) = 0 for, 

In the same manner, we obtain covariance and variance 

var{lT(t)} = E-;~28) E{Y2[Ec(28)]} 1: le(t. T) liT .... ,., ........... (32) 

From (30)-(32) we can see the influence of aging on the statistics oj 
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respnnse. We consider the upper hound l)f (30)-(32). Always R(I, T) < 
E,(2X), and regardless of the T-value, one has for most of the time range 
R(I, T) < E,(28); so J.\ R(t, r) dT < J.\ 1:",(2X) (iT = E(2X)I; and f(\ R2(1, T) 
dT < J.\ E~(28) dT == l:·;.(28)1. Hence the upper bounds for the statistics are 

fL,,(I) == AE(Y)t; var[a(t)) == AE(Y2)1 ....................... (33) 

[\ < 12 .............................. (34) 

From (30)-(32) or (33)-(34), one can sec that the problem of stress 
deviation is transformed into a problem of stress increment deviation, which 
can be determined from only one response of the structure. The random 
stress increment Y" depends in a complicated way on the random material 
properties, model uncertainty, depth x, age I" at the start of exposure, and, 
particularly, the amplitude and length of each input square wave. The largest 
contributiom come frolll the depth x, and the amplitude, as well as 'the 
lengths of the input square waves. Even if the amplitude of one input square 
wave is very small, the increment of the stress response can still he large if 
the square wave is very long. 

A convenient way to obtain the mean and mean square of Y" in (21i) is 
to employ the spectral method in the time domain, keeping all the other 
variables constant while one response curve, caused only by input H) at 
certain depth x, is calculated. Fig. X shows the stress increment at every 
state change of II, at x = I cm. The mean values are always zero, and so 
the variance is equal to the mean square, which is 43.23 at x == I cm and 
1.16 at x == 5 cm. The standard deviation S,. drops markedly with increasing 
depth x; this means the noise component of humidity affects only a shallow 
surface layer of the structure, up to about 5 Clll depth. By fitting these data 
and combining them with (21i), one gets for the stress confidence band 
corre'p<H1ding to the Poisson. square-wave input model the expression [ - 7.58 
+ 16.X2/( 1.0 -+- 0.1 H9x)) \i 2([ -- tn ). rrhc deviation of the Inatcria! param-
eters and model uncertainty can he taken into account easily by a multi
plicative factor (I + p); and the final expression is 

J.1(J :t SlJ =-= 

Vl 
CL 

I() 

~ IU 

Vl u, 

)(j 
I, 

( 
16.X2 ), f"')T";"--~ 

..!:.(I + p) ~7.5X + I 0 (- v .. ,I--lo) ........ (J5) + .IXh 
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FIG. 8. Increments of Stress Response to Poisson Square-Wave Process 
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where p == a coefficient of variation; in our case p == 0,15, which is explaincJ 
later. 

Although the standard deviation of the stress increment is only sligL., 
one can see from (33) that the standard deviation of stress increases steadi.y 
with time t. At a depth of 5 cm, it reaches IH2 psi when t == 40 years. Th' .• s 
the standard deviation of the response to random noise will grow great,j 
with time and will become dominant in thc shallow surface layer of concreL:. 
This is due to the cumulative effect of the random stress increment deviatic.l. 

Old concrete structures have experienced a large variety of environmentd 
histories. Their random consequences cannot be described reasonably wit:1-
out a random-noise component, because the deviations would approach ,\ 
steady value after about 10 years. But as we know, the older the structu;.;, 
the larger is the disparity between various possible responses, So the Poissun 
process input is an inevitable part of the stochastic modeL 

Response to Initial Pore Humidity and Mean 
Environmental Humidity 

If the randomness of material parameters and model uncertainty arc I~lt 
taken into account, the structural response to the initial humidity in concrcc 
and the mean value of environmental humidity would be deterministic. Fi;. 
9 shows the sampling results of the stress response history and the strL~S 
distribution in the cross section up to 4,X()O days. The numerical resulS 
indicate that although the mean value and standard deviation arc functio;1s 
of x and y, their coefficient of variation is almost independent of x anG :. 
In our case, p == SjjJ." == 0,15 at any time and any depth. This is true nIt 
only for the response to the mean environmental humidity and the init:,d 
pore humidity, but also for any of the responses discussed before. 'Ii. is 
property has in fact been used in fitting of the curves of prediction equatiu.ls 
(23) and (35). However, p is not a constant; it depends on the statistic:t\ 
properties of the initial random variables (material parameters and moL.ci 
uncertainty). The sampling method could be used to determine the statistical 
distribution of the stress response, provided that the sample size is lar;;c 
enough. Sensitivity analysis, such as the partial correlation coefficient metlK)d 
(McKay 1979; Mises 1964), could be used to obtain the deviations of p w::h 
respect to the deviations of every single initial random variable and of thc:ir 
combinations. 

As an approximate measure, one can first input the mean values of eVL~y 
initial random variable to obtain an estimate of the mean of the str, ,;s 
response (one computer run); then 

fL.. ::': .'I" = jJ. .. (I + p) ..... ,......... ....... ,..,........... (:<1) 

where p = 0.15; and jJ. .. == mean of stress response. 
According to the principle of superposition, the entire response of L~C 

linear system is the sum of the responses: (I) To the initial value of pC;e 
humidity; (2) to the mean value of the environmental humidity: (]) to \.,c 
harmonic humidity variations of a one-year period; and (4) to the ranJ.,ill 
noise-like Poisson square-wave PI' .cess. Thus the entire stress-response C,:1-

fidence band is the overall mean plus or minus the total standard deviati JD 

from all the uncertainty sources. These simplified formulas, based on Si.:1-
ulating the stress re~p()nse as a filtered Poisson process, can provide t;c 
confidence band at any time and any depth. The calculaton is so simple tLat 
it can be done using a hand calculator. 

Note that the present method can also be applied to the thermal stnss 
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prohlem if one keeps the pore humidity constant and considers the envi
ronmental temperature as a stochastic process. However. since the thermal 
conductivity of concrete is several thousand times larger than moisture dif
fusivity. the one-day period (temperature difference between day and night) 
can no longer he neglected. Thus. the long-period solution cannot be sim
plified a~ a hJlt-~pace solution. and the noise response will playa more 
important role in the concrete wall. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The random process of environmental humidity can be decomposed into 
three processes: two random-phase periodic processes, with periods of one 
day and one year. and one Poisson square-wave process. 

Due to the extremely low value of moisture diffusivity of concrete, the 
response to the environmental humidity component of a one-day period is 
so feeble that it can be neglected without losing much in accuracy, 

The stress response to the environmental humidity of one-year period is 
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a non~tationary random-phase process. Its influence region is a layer abOl';-
20 cm deep. Its standard deviation reaches its maximum value at about 21.' 
years and then decreases slowly as a result of aging. 

Due to the extremely low value of moisture diffusivity of concrete, the 
stress response to the noise component of environmental humidity. whic:. 
represents a filtered Poisson process. influences only a shallow layer 0, 

concrete ahout 5 Col deep. The standard deviation of stress accumulate,. 
and its upper-bound response is proportional to Vi; so in this layer the 
stress response develops high random scatter at long times. 

The randomness of material parameters and the model uncertainty influ
ence the whole structure. At depths over 20 crn helow surface, the coefficient 
of variation of the stress response is independent of the depth and time. 
and depends only on the values of material parameters and model uncer
tainty. 

For the present example of an infinitely long cylinder with a thick wall. 
the response to a random-phase environmental humidity process of a one
year period need not be solved from the diffusion equation for a cyltnder 
but can be replaced by a much simpler solution of a half-space. Also. the 
stress response to Poisson square-wave process of environmental humidity 
can be modeled as a filtered Poisson process. This leads to simplified hut 
satisfactory explicit formulas for predicting the confidence band of the stres. 
response. 

-nle present combination of sampling method with the spectral method 
can be applied to creep and shrinkage of any concrete structure with random 
material parameters and model uncertainty. subjected to a random envi
ronmental humidity process. 
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